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wasn’t the first time. During my first semester at UConn, when I was working on my Electronic Photography class, my battery-powered BeuLan printer

died while I was printing a test document. I contacted BeuLan to ask for assistance because I couldn’t seem to get my code working and they sent me a
brand new Li-ion battery for my printer. When I brought it home, I noticed something fishy. The top of my printer was almost completely splayed open. I
took apart the printer and found wires that were attached to a large on-board capacitor. The capacitor had a green plug and a short-circuit on the other
end. The short was connected to a white wire that passed through the front and back of the machine and was connected to two very thin wires. These

wires were connected to a large, nine-volt power supply. The power supply also had two wires (one orange and one gray) connected to each other,
going through the back of the printer, on the right side of the machine. Finally, the body of the printer was connected to a tiny one-watt speaker. I

discovered this hidden power supply when the power supply was connected to my new BeuLan model. This was the one that was completely intact and
not splayed open. Most people put their printers and copiers in drawers to prevent them from getting damaged. I did just that. However, my desk space

was small and the printer was in the way, so I couldn’t close it. 5ec8ef588b
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